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When You Love Someone
by Debbie Fank

W

hen you love someone
You lay your heart on theirs
Losing yourself when
Looking into each other’s eyes
You become one
Holding hands as
You share life together
While walking your own journey
Reconnecting when you each choose
When you love someone
You lay your heart on theirs
continued on the last page
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Sustainability and mindfulness
by Suzanne Lichau

I

was contemplating one morning how the practice of mindfulness and the
practice of sustainability converge. The theory of mindfulness meditation
is to return again and again to the breath once you have noticed that you
are in the mind/thinking mode. This practice of returning to the simple
place of the out-breath helps create the ‘awareness muscles’ that can help
us be more engaged in each moment – more present.

EARTH

I began to think about how my choices might be affected if I was paying
more attention as I used water, fire, gas, dirt, packaging, toilet paper etc.,
etc. Sometimes I go through many hours on ‘automatic’ – interfacing with
a living planet that I am not paying attention to. What if I pause and give
more thought to what I am doing and how what I am doing is rippling out
an impact and to who/what/how far/how many?

Minding our choices
Timely tidbits		
Helping in Kenya		
Drum for Grandmother
Buffalo Heart’s listening
Welcome new members!

And how do I transform the horror of knowing the earth is bleeding into
herself (the oil leak) to trust and faith and acceptance of the consequences
of choice? What choices have I made within this unfolding? What is
balance? What is compassionate activism? How do we come together en
masse to say YES! to the earth?
I offer this perspective from Itelvina Masioli, a Brazilian leader of the
international small farmer movement, La Via Campesina, who spoke in
April at the People’s World Conference on Climate Change and the Rights of
Mother Earth in Cochabamba, Bolivia.
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We are talking about two grand projects in dispute. On the one
side is the project of capital and imperialism, which signifies
looting, which signifies death, and which signifies all of the false
solutions to climate change that we reject entirely.
We assert that we need to change the system and not the climate.
We assume the construction of another project: the project of life.
A project based on principles that defend life, the Mother Earth,
and that is based on another model of social, economic, political
and cultural development. That is why we are here.
That there was a World Conference that addressed the Rights of Mother
(MORE)
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Earth gives me encouragement. I hope it inspires you
as well.
And then there’s this, from Maria Rodale (Organic
Manifesto: How Organic Farming Can Heal Our Planet,
Feed the World, and Keep Us Safe).
If you do just one thing to change the world,
go organic.
Going organic is the single most critical (and most
DOABLE) action we can take right now to stop our
climate crisis. Every acre of ground that’s farmed
organically has the potential to pull thousands of
pounds of warming greenhouse gases out of our air.
Organic farming is a real, attainable solution to
our current global climate crisis! Organic farming
can actually remove greenhouse gases from the
air - helping to reverse the climate crisis!
Organic living can stop the climate crisis. When you
combine the impact of protecting the beneficial
mycorrhizal fungi in the soil (which absorb and
neutralize carbon) and eliminating all the toxic
chemicals (and their packaging and the energy
spent producing them), the carbon problem in our
atmosphere is practically solved. We still need more renewable energy, but restoring the earth’s ability to
sequester carbon is a good place to start. And you’ll do it while eating.
Movie Recommendations:
Tapped – about bottled water - www.tappedthemovie.com/
Big Rig – an interesting look at a segment of American society - www.bigrigmovie.com/
Pray The Devil Back to Hell – about women who stood for peace and ended the war in Liberia
www.praythedevilbacktohell.com/

Timely tidbits and other food for thought
•
•
•
•

•

Eli Painted Crow and Turtle Women Rising are making a Stand for Peace at the Washington
Monument, Oct 8-10.
Grandmother Agnes is hosting a benefit for the 13 Indigenous Grandmothers, Aug 28 in
Veneta, Oregon.
Tonia’s art is on view through June at Inner Chapters, 419 Fairview Ave N, Seattle (Mon-Fri.
7-7; Sat. 10-4; Sun. 10-2)
Check out this friendly link to a kindred organization:
Grandmothers Speak: Women all over the world are passing on the Grandmothers
Empowerment to women and the Cloak of Comfort to men.
Pass it on: Don’t text and drive.
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‘A journey of 1000 miles begins with a single step’
by Cathie Stone

“T

hanks very much for helping us set the pace,” writes Jared Akama Ondieki, Executive Director of CEPACET
(Center for Partnership And Civic Engagement) in a letter to WWRL last month. This year, along with donations sent in from members, WWRL committed support for CEPACET’s crop cultivation project, Kilimo Bora Kina
Kwa Mama in Kenya.
Beginning in November 2009, this project sought to provide widows of the Homa-bay district who were fishmongers with an alternative, sustainable way of generating income. The women chosen to participate are
trained in a general understanding of small and large scale agriculture, food security and causes of food insecurity, climate change and environmental conservation and food crop production as a means to generate income.
In a method decided upon by the women themselves, CEPACET chose the women who would participate. With
the available funding, 100 of the 1,308 women could be served. During a District Development meeting, the
Homa-bay District Commissioner commended CEPACET by telling the stakeholders, “In a population of 347,464
people, 59% of which are women amongst whom almost half of them are widows, a project targeting only 100
widows would be considered small and of relatively small impact. However, the impact that the Kilimo Bora
Kwa Kina Mama project is tremendous and has gone a long way in sensitizing the entire community on food
crop production.” The turnout and participation has been a clear indication of the way the women have owned
the project and their determination to improve their lives socio-economically.
With help from the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, onions, tomatoes, and cabbage are the first crops to
be planted. In mid-May, the second phase began to harvest crops. The women worked together to sort, price
(MORE)
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and sell their harvests. Some of the money generated was used to pay for planning and executing the project;
the remainder goes into the Women’s Revolving Fund with the hope that many more women will someday
benefit. Following the successful first harvest, seeds and plants were distributed to the 100 participants to
plant and cultivate their own farms.
CEPACET hopes to expand this project to ensure sustainability and create a movement to empower women.
The benefits and the skills that are passed on to these women also have an incredible impact on the children
of the district. For instance, CEPACET expects to see a significant reduction in the high rates of infant mortality,
HIV prevalence and poverty, and hopes it may contribute to ending the cycle of violence in the community. In
the future, CEPACET hopes to train the women on other methods of generating income such as poultry farming
and dress making.
Jared writes to Red Lodge, “Indeed it was a wonderful experience. I am optimistic that as the women embark
to cultivate their own farms and plant, abundance shall be realized from their farms.”

If you want to donate to support Phase 2 of the
Kilimo Bora Kwa Kna Mama Project...
Make a check to Woman’s Way Red Lodge
Write CEPACET in the memo line
Mail to Woman’s Way Red Lodge,
PO Box 13352, Des Moines, WA 98198
We will forward donations via Western Union.
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Otter Woman honors Grandmother Margaret
by Maureen Oar

I

n early May, Otter Woman and her community of women were invited by the First Peoples community of The
Evergreen State College to join in a drum circle to honor Grandmother Margaret Behan and the healing of
Mother Earth. A member of the International Council of 13 Indigenous Grandmothers and a Arapahoe-Cheyenne spiritual leader, Grandmother Margaret Behan, Red Spider Woman, had been in the Olympia community
for three weeks offering workshops, ceremony and viewings of the Grandmothers’ documentary film, For the
Next Seven Generations.
The call went out and so we gathered, women, children and men. The scent of sage drifted on the air as we
approached the Long House at the Evergreen State College. After smudging, we entered the main area of the
Long House, to be greeted by three community drums. Barbara Krulich welcomed us to the drum circle and
introduced Grandmother Margaret, of the International Council of 13 Indigenous Grandmothers.
We created sacred space as we called in the directions singing the Grandmother Song which seemed perfect
with the presence of Grandmother Margaret. As we gathered around the community drums, Otter Woman
and Turtle Song were introduced. The third community drum which comes from The First People Community
of Evergreen State College had been unnamed until this time. As Grandmother Margaret drummed her, she
revealed her name to be Sweet Medicine.
After Grandmother Margaret greeted us, we spoke our prayers, intentions and commitments for peace and the
healing of Mother Earth. Our words and gratitude to Grandmother Margaret were taken up by the rhythm of
the drums, melding and resonating throughout the Long House,
and out into the world.
The International Council of 13
Indigenous Grandmothers, of
which Grandmother Margaret is
a member, is a group of Spiritual
Elders who came together in 2004
to form an international alliance
of indigenous female elders. The
Grandmothers are concerned for
the state of the world and all living
in it and believe that the need for
change is urgent. They consider
that their formation is fulfilling
an ancient prophecy by many
indigenous people of the world in
which, “When the Grandmothers
from the four directions speak, a
new time is coming.”
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Buffalo
Heart
steps out

T

he Red Lodge community drum
and her Keeper are listening
and learning as the call to share her
voice comes in more frequently.
Just prior to drumming for the
Festival of the East in May, Buffalo
Heart was on the shores of Quartermaster Harbor to align with
people around Puget Sound in a
Blessing for the Salish Sea when Dr. Emoto from Japan (Messages from Water) visited the Lummi Indian Nation
to bless the waters. Over Memorial Day weekend, we joined the Call of 1000 Drums for the return of sacred
names – especially Ti’ swaq’ for the sacred mountain here (Rainier).
More recently, she joined a Unity Wave of Light to direct energy to the Gulf of Mexico. And the following
night, she was invited to bless the seeds of a permaculture community planting itself on Vashon after a
3-month series of seminars and projects. During the summer months, Vashon Drum Circle is moving outside
and Buffalo Heart will be uptown on Main Street at the Village Green for our regular monthly drumming on
2nd Fridays.
Perhaps as you read this, Buffalo Heart is singing with her two sister drums, Turtle Song and Spirit Dancer, in a
24-hour drum vigil for peace and earth healing as we celebrate Solstice on Burton Hill.
The beat flows on! She’s got a big voice, and she’s venturing forth into new territory more and more.

We are grateful for your support! Thanks for joining.
Warm and grateful greetings to
our new Lodge Sister from Buckley, WA
our 3 new Support Circle members from Flagstaff, AZ
and our new Support Circle member from Renton, WA!
We are also grateful for our Circle of Alliances:
Sacred Groves of Bainbridge Island,WA
The Goodenough Community of Sahale, Tahuya, WA
Center for Partnership and Civic Engagement in Kenya, AFRICA
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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What’s
in
your
pocket?
by Drai Bearwomyn

HEART

At my first Long Dance, a sister wove this story to answer a question I had asked.
I found it delightful, amusing and symbolically poignant. It has been rumblin’
around in my noggin, coming back to the foreground this season. I shared it as
a Springtime anecdote at the Red Lodge East Gathering…I always like to have a
parable as a blueprint to guide my daily choices. I am told it is a true story. I may
have embellished a detail (or 12) over the years (a bard’s prerogative!), however
the ending and its impact remain un-amended.

Keys in our hearts
Kabir			
You’re invited		
Seeds from Vashon hoop
Medicine walk		
A platform of love
Resting in what we are

O

ne fine summer day, a few families and friends packed their RVs for a
week of community camping in the backwoods. They drove and drove,
searching for “the perfect spot in the middle of nowhere.” Upon finding it,
the camp burst alive with activity, everyone getting busy, each with their own
task. The dads went hunting for firewood, a sneak peak at the fishing streams
and perhaps a beer (or 12) in the scrub. The children, well, as children do,
they went everywhere, intent on doing and seeing everything. As they veered
further from the RV grove, their laughter gave away new found hiding spots
in the woods. Some of the mom’s went with the kids, one went berry picking,
one began her investigation into the most private of bathing pools.
8
10
10
11
14
14
15

This story is about the mother who stayed behind. Let’s call her Lois.
Well, Lois was in charge of getting ready for the picnic. Her husband had
set up the tables which she’d adorned with darling, classic red checkered
tablecloths, a stack of paper plates held down by a stone and a basket of
silverware. She laid out the hotdog buns, a jar of dills, grandma’s marmalade, John’s home-baked bread, a giant uncut watermelon, nuts, chips, dips
and Uncle Joe’s Famous Potato Salad. While in her RV, with her head stuck
deep in the fridge on a reconnaissance mission…she heard some scuffling.
(MORE)
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She thought her people were starting to drift back to camp. She smiled and paid it no mind…until the scuffle
was joined by an odd, ominous sort of grunting. The hairs on the back of her neck prickled up. Upon investigation she discovered that a behemoth grizzly bear had wandered into their camp and was lazily scrutinizing her
picnic provisions. She stood frozen, watching, as he knocked her food around, down and into his gaping maw,
with his dinner-plate-sized paws.
The windows of the RV were open but screened. And, holy
moly, the door was wide open! Lois didn’t want to call the creature’s attention to herself, but heavens she wanted to shut that
door. She found she couldn’t…the darn bear’s matted, furry buttock was in the way! After a quick and panicked review of her
options, Lois decided to remain hidden in the bowels of the RV
and wait while the bear feasted. She hoped he would become
bored or filled and simply amble away. The bear ate and ate,
and sat, ate a bun (or 12) and then ate some more.
About this time, her people began to appear on the edges of
the camp. They too saw the bear and stayed their distance.
Through the trees they shouted out inquires to Lois. She responded through the screens, yes, she was fine and yes, she
was scared and no, she didn’t know what the heck to DO.
They all agreed it was best to wait. This went on for quite
some time. Lois’ every last nerve was frayed.
And then it became clear, the bear was finished with the banquet, was not leaving and wanted more!
Everyone became deeply concerned that the bear would smell the food in the RV and decide to come inside.
Lois was terrified. After an efficient, echoing, woodsy conference, they all agreed upon the next best course of
action…throw the food IN the RV, OUT…far…so the bear would move away from the door, at which point Lois
could close the door and lock herself IN.
This done, there was a bit of relief until the bear finished his second course and meandered back to the RV for
a good scratch. He rubbed against the door, he slobbered on the aluminum siding and he scratched with his
big claws, making terrible grating noises as he played and probed. When he shoved his bulk against the fenders
and started the RV a’ rockin’, Lois screamed.
Lois’ husband screamed back at her through the brush, “Do you have the keys?”
“Yes, they’re in my pocket.”
After a pregnant pause and awkward silence, his chuckling man-voice boomed back through the woods...
“Honey, Just Drive Away!”
Here ends our tale. It is my hope, during this time of fear economy, changes, shifts and uncertainty,
that we each remember we have the keys in our pockets, in our hearts, our minds, our bellies… inside
of us. When we are off our heads in fear – feeling threatened, overwhelmed, lost or confused – may
we remember to look to our keys, our innate gifts and our skills that will enable us to drive away or
drive forward in ways that keep us safe and result in our ability to thrive. Blessed be.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Inside this clay bowl there are canyons and pine mountains,
And the maker of canyons and pine mountains!
All seven seas are inside, and hundreds of millions of stars.
The acid that tests gold is here, and the one who judges jewels.
And music from strings no one touches,
And the source of all water.
If you want the truth, I will tell you the truth:

Friend, listen: the God whom I love
is inside.
written circa 1420 by Kabir, revered musician, poet and mystic of 15th century India

Save the date! August 27-29 on Whidbey Island

C

ome to Marsha’s place on Whidbey Island for a connecting time with Red Lodge friends August 27-29. In
the midst of a year of ease and grace, join the board for fun and reflection. Who knows what will transpire?
Is it a chance to talk about next steps for holding the bowl of Red Lodge? Plan fall activities? Share news of how
we are moving through the world in our evolving ways? If you’re interested in Red Lodge, you’re invited!
Red Lodge board meetings this year have been a hoot! After a slumber party in January at Christiann’s home and
a spring feast of fun at Debbie’s in Enumclaw, the board figures it’s time to call everyone in for a get-together. Plan
for a late August gathering on Whidbey Island; not one to be missed!
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Vashon Intuitive Arts opens
by Kristina Turner

W

hen Vashon Intuitive Arts
opened its doors May 1 on
the main street of Vashon, the
women and men embarking on this
collective enterprise were elated.
In a few short seasons, they had
manifested their dream – a beautiful
retail store with many gems, handcrafted wares and art, an inviting
community meeting space, a metaphysical lending library, a serene
room for healing treatments, and
all this supported by an enthusiastic membership (over twenty co-op
members and growing)!
Several of the women who participated in our Red Lodge Vashon Women’s Hoop in 2009 – Lorna, Kathi, Susan, Carol
and Lisa – are part of this exciting new venture. In the summer of 09, Lorna Cunningham was inspired to create a
weekend spiritual festival on Vashon called Inner Twinings. Eager to ground what began at the festival, she called
friends and seekers together for monthly potlucks to explore the vision of manifesting this spiritual center.
And manifest they did! “It’s amazing how everything fell into place,”, said Lorna, when I stopped by in mid-May.
She and Diana were keeping store that afternoon, and we had a gay time sharing stories, talking to customers
and marveling at how quickly a spirit of networking is taking off in this new center.
“It’s always fun in here,” said Diana grinning. “People come in for a short time and end up staying for a long
time. Yesterday a young man from Puyallup wandered in. He was on island for a Toastmasters meeting down
the road, and he said he didn’t know why, he just had to come up this way and explore. We got to talking
about his dreams and the difference between lucid dreams and astral travel. You know I could always talk
about that! He bought a piece of flourite and was off to his meeting. Oh, and yes, he would love to come back
for a drum-making workshop – do you know anyone who likes to make drums?”
“Well, yes, I do!” I said, giving her the names of Lori and Willow, two Red Lodge women who make drums and
more. This was going to be a fun flowing interview – a web-weaving and cross-fertilization.
Q: How has the sacred feminine supported you in creating VIA?
Lorna closed her eyes for a moment and took a breath. “I have a warrioress inside me,” she said, opening her
sparkling blue eyes. “She gives me inner strength and gets me to go forward even when I don’t think I can.”
Diana smiled wide and said, “I have empowered the sacred feminine in myself so much in coming forward with
this store. I feel radiant! I wake up excited about coming to work!....Of course, we spend every waking minute
here....It’s like having a newborn.” We all laughed, recognizing woman’s way.
(MORE)
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Q: This place was a neglected building for years, I’m curious, how did you turn it so quickly into a light-filled place?
Lorna grinned. “Well, like I said, everything fell into place. We started with visioning and monthly potlucks. We
consulted with Susan Harmon at Emerald Spiral in West Seattle about how to start a cooperative. The space
became available at a reasonable rent, and my buddy Brad became available to do the remodeling work. And,
of course, Susan’s husband Joe is a professional painter and more – he was always here!”
Diana chimed in. “And this beautiful glass cabinet came from Freecycle. The open sign came from a member’s former business and the glass shelves were sitting in Kathy’s garage from a shop she used to run. Susan
brought the chairs from the Health Center – they were giving them away! The phone? One day we said we
needed a phone, and the next day someone left one anonymously at the front door.”
“And the website,” added Lorna. “A fellow came to the grand opening and said he wanted to donate building
our website; it’s already up!” (vashonintuitivearts.com)
Q: I imagine you also prepared the space on an energetic level, too. What did you do?
“Ah, yes,” said Diana. “We did a manifestation journey together. Before opening day, we set our intentions
with light beams all around the building. We did a water cleansing with water gathered from oceans all over
the world. We blessed the space with mugwort growing on the side of the building. We toned with crystal
bowls.We ought to do that again!” she said to Lorna.
“Yes, and we want to bring your Red Lodge drum here – the big drum. When can we do that?” added Lorna.
We laughed about how the cross-connections keep happening.
Diana said, “It’s always like that here. We get to talking, and we know we have these gifts to share and it just
goes back and forth. It’s so exciting – gets people out of their humdrum reality.”
(MORE)
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Q: Kind of like what Deepak Chopfra calls “synchrodestiny”?
“Yes!” squealed Diana, “I like that word!”
Q: So, are you becoming the Diagon Alley of Vashon Island?
(giggles!)
Q: Tell me what are the guiding principles in your cooperative?
“Source, purity and honesty,” Lorna said, looking me in the eye.
“Community, trust,and reaching out to the world,” added Diana.
“Respect,” they said together. “Put purity, faith and trust together
and you have manifestation,” said Lorna. “Oh, yes,” said Diana,
“since we’ve started on this path, it has affected my whole life!”
Q: And how is the co-operative working?
“Mostly, said Lorna, “the right answers always come easily. We agreed that whenever we have a problem, we
ask Source. The owners, members and the people serving on the council all have a role to play here. Everybody
does what they do well. In my big vision of what this is all about I don’t think of it in terms of money. This is a
home to come to where people feel welcome to be who they are, to live who their spirit is.”
Q: How do you become a member of the co-op?
Diana handed me a concise and inviting member contract. “Of course, we discovered we needed policies!” she
said, laughing. “This will tell you everything.” I am intrigued as I read that members have options to contribute
money and time. They can have their art on consignment, borrow from the lending library, use the treatment
room and meeting space at discounted rates and get a discount on most events offered here.
Q: Can non-members use the rooms and attend events, too?
“Oh yes, definitely! But they can’t check out from the lending library.”
Q: Well, this has been great – thank you! Before I go, is there anything else you think our Red Lodge Members
would like to know about VIA?
“There’s still room in this space for consignment of retail items,” said Lorna. “And we offer services like intuitive readings, massage and Reiki. We would love to have more readers here so people who stop by could get a
reading, like tarot, palm reading or numerology.”
To sign up for their e-mail list to receive event announcements, or to contact VIA:
e-mail info@vashonintuitivearts.com; visit www.vashonintuitivearts.com; or call (206) 463-0025
And, good news: Beginning the 2nd Friday in October, our monthly Vashon Drum Circle with Buffalo
Heart will meet at Vashon Intuitive Arts!
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Wa l k i n g w i t h M e d i c i n e
by Connor Sauer ©2010

I

t seems to begin with a particular moment of some kind. You know, one that splits you open and evokes a cadence
of heart that runs new blood through your veins, announcing a part of you somehow unseen before. And yet, just
then, as new blood pumps itself steadily along, the rhythm of its river brings alive a recognition that feels real, true,
so very, very you. Natural you, deep you, so vitally alive you that peering through your eyes is a flash of life so bright
you illuminate air around you. Your feet trust the ground, and ground itself trusts the smell and feel of your steps.
Moving through life, your loving and immensity infuses moments and kisses grace into each of them.
Each of us, in our infinitely unique yet not more special than anyone else selves, have gifts of expression and love
yearning to move through us that can bless and nourish life. As we recognize our loving, we begin to recognize
our way of moving through life that amplifies all that we choose, do and are. In that loving, in that vitality, in that
brightness of being resides the core of our “Medicine”. In truth, it comes from our capacity to receive directly
from Source, that which we can share. Shared through touch from eyes, words, hands, intent, gesture, presence.
It settles into us, firm in our skin, listening, receiving, assimilating, growing, releasing. This presence, this expression, gifting and sharing, this perfume we are in our Medicine becomes strong, deep, rich with the course of our
growing freedom in it. Others feel it, lean into it, relax into trusting it as the true and real expression of you.
Our Medicine is our Divinity, the architecture of our form breathing the fullness of spirit as we live our life. Most
of us come to that full-on living way little by little, allowing the pulse of the river of spirit blood, once awakened
in that seminal moment, to nourish all the places that have been sleeping in us. As that vine of high voltage spirit
grows into the tree of us, animal of us, body of us, we discover the means, in ever-changing ways, of blessing life
around us by our very presence, and the excellence of its expression becomes as necessary as breathing air.

Walking with Medicine is devotion to what is true, real and natural in us, making a moment by moment conscious choice to bring the deepest expression of excellence and beauty to what arises in that moment. To live
as though every breath we take, every word we speak, every action we choose matters in everyone’s lives as
well as our own. It is our own Medicine, the depth of our own lives that we lay at the altar of Spirit. Whatever
we devote our lives and love to, in the purest of intent, is what we seed and grow. Our life, then, becomes our
Medicine. There is nothing finer or more true.

Make me a platform of love
With hackles raised
Fungus and sludge
Empty containers
One boot in the drive
Water and blood
Wounds filled with hollow
Stars full of sighs
Dark whaling light

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Favor the wise
Make me the pathway
To the other side
Open the gate
For our intimate stride
We all form the pathway
We all have the time

To make love the platform for us
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These words are not Wisdom, they are just sounds.
The Wisdom lies in You!
by a woman of the Enumclaw Hoop in response to an invitation for
each sister to bring something to share about where she is now in life
WHERE AM I NOW - as an ego?
I see no change. Thoughts simply change strategies to stay
alive. These thoughts and drives are as vain and blind as ever. At
times, this awareness still gets lost in the “tricks of thought” and
“the lie of separation.” As an ego, it’s not very nice. Certainly
less than perfect. These bundles of thoughts and feelings don’t
respond to life, they react to it. The ego is “limited” and “highly
conditioned.” These bundles of thought forms live in a tower of
“wishful thinking” and identify with a changing body and death.
The ego is a fool and perishable, yet still thinks there is a separate “someone” who lives in time. The ego pretends to have a
past and a future, never noticing that both are in the mind only
and are simply “thoughts” appearing in the NOW. It’s laughable
that the ego thinks it “owns things” never realizing that everything is on loan from the Great One.
WHERE AM I NOW - As a vehicle for the Goddess?
I am now, what and where I have always been…HERE as The Living Presence or The Luminous Light of Awareness. As “This,” I am Universal, nothing personal. I am timeless and eternal. Since everything is said to be
“Awareness” (and not the label AWARENESS) then I am everything. I am pure emptiness, no-thing, yet the
entire world appears in “This.” The whole Universe appears in Her. Only She can use the sacred words “I AM.”
As the ego vanishes, She awakens within Her Self, to the Impersonal, as Light and Love itSelf.
A friend of mine lives in Puerto Rico. She just sent an e-mail today that said: A moderate earthquake rocked my
little Island in the wee hours of this past Sunday. The magnitude was 5.8 on The Richter Scale. No causalities
were reported, just only a shaking awareness!
Now that women is aligned with the Goddess!
So this little Lighthouse represents the “Goddess of Living Presence,” “An Open Heart” and the “Luminous Light
of Awareness” which shines through each of us Here and Now. It represents our eternal nature, our wonder
and mystery. It also represents a “Unity” of ego and Spirit, as One Great Unknown.

Through Her Grace: We switch from “what we look like”….
to rest in “what we are.”
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Sharing from the heart in Flagstaff
by VTara and Madrone

I

HEAR

n March at the first meeting of our Flagstaff Hoop, we gathered downtown
at the Divine Mother Temple. Many of the women who attended had not
met each other. We shared introductions and began to get to know each
other, to weave our unique hoop. We passed around a hoop made of reeds
for each woman to tie a ribbon onto, symbolizing their dreams and intentions. We started a custom where each woman takes a turn keeping the
hoop, passing it onto the next woman in between each circle gathering. In
this way the hoop lives in our homes, hearts and hearths. It is also present
at our circles should someone want to tie on any intentions.

Hoop hearts in Flagstaff		
Women of the Moon		
Suzanne’s crone initiation
Are you called?
Christiann’s vodou adventures
Festival of the East

In April, we gathered at VTara’s home and shared deeply from our hearts.
We learned more about who each sister considered her mentors to be as
well as stories about our ancestors and elders. We also learned the grandmother song to call in each direction. There was an empowerment felt in
hearing the stories of all the women our sisters look up to and honor from
authors to mothers, grandmothers, and dear friends.
Our third gathering was at Madrone’s home. We celebrated Beltane and
connected to fire medicine. As we began, one of us saged the others as
we made our way to the circle. We sang, drummed and danced together
around a fire under the dark sky, stars, and a most amazing crescent moon.
(MORE)
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Gathering for their third meeting, these 14 women have formed Red Lodge’s newest hoop in Flagstaff
using our handbook, Weaving the Hoop, as a resource to create their own connections and ceremonies.
The youngest member to sit in circle is 10 and the eldest is 56.
Back row: Krys, VTara, Erin, Terez, Marley, Rachel, Emily
Front Row: Gina Marie, Meghan, Carly, Maria, Caitlin, Madrone, Christine
Photo taken by Christine’s daughter Sofia (age 8)

As we shared a rich meal prepared by VTara, we sat outside on the deck and could see elk grazing in the distance. On this night, many of us stepped forward to assist in opening the gate to one of the four directions
as well as to earth and sky. We gathered outside of town, so it was a dark sky with no city lights. Terez, as the
main fire tender, shared with us about each of the directions and how to honor each of the directional gates.
This was a special evening, in some ways a beginning and in other ways an ending, the perfect experience of
the great circle of life. For Madrone, it was special because she has now moved and is creating new sacred
space in a new home; it was her last ritual fire on this land. As she opened the south gate, she cried openly
while thanking the land for the passion it has given her for three years. For many of our sisters who have joined
this sacred circle, celebrating Beltane was new experience — an experience of what it means to call the directions, to connect heart to heart with each other and to the earth, our Mother. Even the fire communicated
with us: as we sang about letting loose our shackles, the fire tower fell to the Earth’s center and sparks flew up,
up into the night sky, dancing brightly as they spiraled into the darkness. The timing of this was choreographed
perfectly, creating a sacred dialogue between the fire and our circle of women.
Martha Shideler, a local author, posted this on the evening of our gathering, and it reminds us of our circle
around the fire: “Rituals are empty, meaningless, without the fire of passion. Passion is the movement of life,
the means by which you come into Divine presence. Only that which is embraced with passion has the power to
move you into Holy presence.”— Caitlin, Priestess of the Goddess
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Red Lodge West Gathering at Sacred Groves on Oct. 2
by Thérèse Charvet

S

acred Groves will again host WWRL’s autumn event, and again we will honor and celebrate our elders and
ancestors. As we invoke the energy of the West, creating together our Women of the Moon Ceremony, we
will also fete the other we-moon phases along the journey toward elder-hood (maiden, mother and queen).
Culminating the day-long ceremony, we will honor three women who have completed a year-long preparation
for their Crone Initiation (occurring the previous day) and other wise-wimmin elders who have crossed the
threshold into crone-hood and now hold themselves as mentors for younger women.
The ceremony will take place in sacred space in the meadow at Sacred Groves. We will prepare four gates
as we invoke the grandmothers of the four directions to create an arbor for the day’s ceremonial activities.
Drumming and singing with the Mother Drum and a sacred fire burning throughout the day will anchor the
(MORE)

A crone is initiated

A

fter completing a 13 moon journey which included reading, reflection, journaling and a monthly
day of silence, Suzanne was honored in April by her friends in the Pacific Northwest with a Croning
Ceremony. Buffalo Heart kept the beat with Kim, Marsha, Susan B. and Mary while Nan took care of
the ablutions and adornment to ready the beautiful crone-to-be. Colette and Sarah joined Raven and
Kristina as elders to initiate and welcome Suzanne to her crone years. Wrapped in her crone blanket,
Suzanne was joyfully celebrated by one and all, including dogs and neighboring grandchildren. Read her
journal entries at wisewomanmedicine.com.
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ceremony. Meeting in small groups with others in the same we-moon phase, each woman may deepen in her
personal we-moon journey through discussion, songs, movement and ritual. A group of creative maidens from
Evergreen College will treat us to a ritual-theatre piece invoking the grandmothers.
Thérèse and Tere are looking for help with the ceremony. In particular, if you are willing to serve in any of the
these roles, please contact Thérèse. E-mail theresec@sacredgroves.com or call 206-842-7141
• Sacred Fire tender(s)
• Drummers and song-keepers (who will anchor the drum and lead songs)
• Women to decorate a direction gate—one for east, south, west, north
• Women in the “Maiden” “Queen” and “Mother” stage who would like to lead a small group
discussion, songs and ritual for that age/phase group.

Women of the Moon Ceremony
Saturday, October 2, 10 AM-6 PM
Sacred Groves, Bainbridge Island
Suggested donation is $25 plus potluck item for lunch
Contact Thérèse for more information and to let us know you plan to come

Communication is our life’s blood —
new record keeper needed

T

he lines of communication to our members is our life’s
blood, keeping all our members connected through
our hearts. After many years of appreciated service, Marsha (Hermetia Noblesse), our beloved membership record
keeper and membership manager, is stepping down.
The WWRL Board is looking for a replacement for this essential support position. The basic duties would include:
• Maintaining contact information for all Red
Lodge members and Red Lodge subscribers
• Notifying members to renew
• Providing occasional reports on membership to
the Red Lodge Board
Record keeping can be performed from any home computer with an Internet connection, and Marsha is available to train her replacement. Thank you, thank you Marsha!
Please consider if you are called to support WWRL in this vital role, and let us hear from you. Contact Mariah
at chair@wwrl.org for more information. Thank you!
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An immersion into Vodou in the Deep South
by Christiann Howard

T

he air and my body are resonating to the sound of the drums.
The only light comes from a thousand candles burning on the
altars around the one-room temple. Dark figures dance in place to
the music, but their shining white clothes and head-cloths stand
out in the candlelight, creating the eerie illusion that the dancers
are only partially present. Songs to the Lwa – the saints or gods –
are sung in beautiful Haitian French.
I love that we are worshiping in a circle. It places we newcomers,
the other dancers, the priestess, priest and cantor all on equal footing. Only the Lwa (pronounced to rhyme with Noah) are honored
above all. If we are lucky, one or two Lwa will honor us by using our
bodies to dance, direct, bless and heal.
I have come to New Orleans to experience how the people of the
deep South touch Spirit. Tonight, I am part of a Vodou ceremony
in a Vodou temple. This is Haitian Vodou, a religion born out of the
religious practices of Yoruban and Fon Africans, Native Americans
and Roman Catholic Europeans. There is no audience at this Vodou
rite; to be present is to participate.
The priestess is Sallie Ann Glassman. In the introduction to her book,
Vodou Visions, she writes, There is nothing that isn’t Vodou ... It
flows in and around every act and expression of the universe. It fills
all things; informs all life; is the spark of the Divine within all people.
And so, while the images and language may seem strange and even
frightening to me, the presence of the Ineffable is very familiar.
Tonight is a special night in the temple. Glassman’s Papa, the gentle, old man who initiated her as a priestess, must return to Haiti in the morning. His eldest daughter has died of the terrible conditions following the
earthquake, and he is needed to help her passing through the Abysmal Waters into Ginen. But he has been
diagnosed with lung cancer and Glassman does not expect to see him again. Their affectionate and loving relationship is filled with poignancy tonight.
The ceremony continues. An athletic young man with a machete and Glassman, armed with her rattle, perform a symbolic battle around the center pole that serves as our altar for the night. Every time he swings the
machete at her, she holds up her rattle; the power of her rattling stops the blade in mid-air. Finally, he kneels
before her, places the tip of his machete on the floor and kisses her rattle. She in turn kisses the handle of his
machete. And so the battle of power is resolved.
The priest creates four quarters, four directions, by dragging the tip of his machete over the concrete floor
(MORE)
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with a loud scraping sound. A Lwa is praised and invited to come in each
direction. While each Lwa is honored with Haitian songs, Glassman lays out
intricate line drawings, called vévé, in corn meal on the floor around the altar.
The cornmeal too seems to glow in the dark.
The cantor calls and we respond, singing over the beat of the drums. In offering, the priestess, priest and another dancer turn and curtsey in a dance
reminiscent of the minuet, pouring out libations of water, kissing the floor
and lighting candles. Then, we make offerings to Agwe, the Lwa of ocean voyages. We offer rum, seashells, fish in a leaf boat, a ship’s wheel.
The drums have continued through all. In her book, Glassman writes, It is the
drummers’ job to offer up a relentless wave of rhythm that overwhelms the
dancers’ conscious resistance to possession. The temple, the space for our
dancing, the ceremony, each sacred item, the drummers and we dancers have
been blessed and offered to the Lwa. And now we dance, circling round the
center pole. We dance through the cornmeal drawings, dispersing them in
order to raise the energy into the space and our bodies. The dancing is not
wild or abandoned, but each body seems to subtly and perfectly reflect the
complex syncopations of the drums.
A possession occurs. Glassman guides and guards the possessed dancer as
he seems to be lifted by one arm and to float over the floor. Several times, he
turns and blows into the center pole; goosebumps rise on my arms as if an
electric charge has passed. The possession ends.
One of the drummers moves toward an altar to Gede, drumming loudly. A
poem on the altar reads, Gede is a very fine fellow, Gede with top hat and tails, and one dark eye. The drummer
puts on a dark purple top hat and sunglasses with one lens missing. Gede is among us. He swills rum and smokes
a huge cigar. He thrusts his hips obscenely and prances around using a huge, plastic candle ornament as a phallus.
Papa sits quietly on the side for most of the ceremony; now he enters into animated conversation with Gede. This
is surprising since the drummer speaks no French and Papa speaks no English. By and by, Gede lifts Papa’s shirt
and begins miming pulling something from his right side and eating it. Then Gede runs out of the temple, and I
hear vomiting noises in the yard. I see Papa take a deep breath of relief. He is smiling in delight. Gede returns and
talks to Papa some more. Finally, the drummer takes off the hat and glasses and blinks dazedly. Gede is gone.
The drumming fades away, and the dancers sit on the floor. I feel elated and light. I can hardly believe that 4 hours
have passed. I do not know if I have just witnessed a physical healing or one in spirit only, but Papa is beaming.
As I leave, I am almost babbling from the effects of my ecstasies. “Merci. Thank you, for allowing me to be
here,” I tell Glassman and Papa in wretchedly bad French. “Bon voyage. Bless you for doing this work. Je suis
très heureuse de faire connaisance de ça (I am so happy to have gotten to know this).”
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celebrang in enumclaw
The Fesval of the East, held Sunday, May 2, in
Enumclaw, was an event for the young and young
at heart. The Opening Ceremony, led by Willow
and Joan, was followed by an honoring of
Mary Shackelford for all her years of devoted service
to WWRL. She was gied with a Pendleton blanket
called Lakota Way of Life, depicng a scene
showing how the Lakota honor the buﬀalo. A
Maypole Dance followed with many children,
women, and some men parcipang. This was the
ﬁrst exposure to this kind of event for several of
the young people there.
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he aernoon was ﬁlled with workshops in Health Rhythms, a
Sensuous Movement, and Hula Dancing. Meanwhile at cra
tables in the main hall, people were busy making Peace Cranes
and Brigid Dolls, May Crowns and clay/seed projects. Vendors
selling books, jewelry, feather fans and more were entertained by
performers at the open microphone.One eight-year-boy old played
three violin songs aer only praccing the violin for eight months.

T
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eople dried in and out during the day, many sharing me
together while happily engaged in making cras. There was a
silent aucon of many handmade items, very successfully bringing
in over $400.

P
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he Variety Show followed
our dinner of homemade
soups, breads and salads. A
young Muckleshoot girl led oﬀ
with the Woman’s Honoring
Song; then a ten-year-old girl
who sang a Taylor Swi song,
the ﬁrst me either girl has
performed solo for a group of
people. The show included
mandolin and guitar playing,
opera singing, belly dancing
and more.

T

was told that the next day, one young girl who made a May crown
wore it to school, excitedly explaining to her friends what it
signiﬁed. I look back at the day and feel as if many new
friends were made. Three young people performed
musical acts for the ﬁrst me in their lives as they felt
they were in a supporve environment, taking
memories with them that will last a lifeme.

I

By Debbie Fank
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Paying
attention
to the small
things in
nature
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

A

ART

nne Lohr was an only child, spending a lot of time alone out in the back
yard, playing by herself, Nature her best friend. Trees and everything really
felt close. Eventually, she studied Studio Art at Lamar University in Texas and
then worked in the photo industry. When she moved to the Pacific Northwest, a door opened leading her to explore her own personal journey
across the bridge between nature, spirit and creativity. It started when she
began making quilts with a neighbor. And then it flooded in. She was doing
all kinds of needlework, exploring the possibilities of fabric and thread, collecting beads, pieces of driftwood, shells, bones, fur, found objects. And her
handcrafted, one-of-a-kind guardian spirits were born.

A gift for the heart of things
New ways of connecting
Forgiveness lives in grasses

In 2005, Anne created Turquoise Crow Studio and has participated in festivals,
art shows and conferences, including Women of Wisdom gatherings. Lately her
pieces honor the circle, roots and stones. Besides the spirit pieces, she’s
making necklaces and wallhangings now and
pushing her own edges to reclaim photography.
Recently, she graciously contributed lovely
images for my small, handbound chapbook
of poetry, Space Between My Bones.

29
31
32

“People overlook so much….these little tiny
things that capture my attention. Through
my art I reach out. Here, let me show
you. Pay attention. I like to see what it
does for them. My work is to keep that
sense of wonder and to awaken others
to what is really happening in the small
moments of life.”
(MORE)
29

hand-crafted, one-of-a-kind spirits by Anne Lohr

Crows

CosmicWoman 1

Solwolf

Singer

Pure Desert Song

Cedar Dreams (detail)

“I

think of them as spirits. Sometimes they come as idea, a feeling, a dream. I start gathering materials. I
choose fabric, thread, beads, stones and other found objects by listening to spirit and letting it guide me.
From there, it’s just where it goes, how things flow together, in the moment; everything feels right – how it fits
together. As I’m working, everything dances and sings, and time slows down.
I find inspiration in everything around and within us. This amazing gift of life. The way the light shines on a
stone in the window sill. The small things and moments. I keep inspiration journals of ideas, drawings and
photos, color inspirations, dreams and stories. Visions. I’m planting gardens this year with herbs to include in
these pieces. I’m always amazed at the scent and spirit of plants in our lives.
My art has always been hard for me to explain or put into words. It is a feeling of something beautiful within I
want to share with others. I ask everyone, “What do you want to call them? What do they mean to you?”
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Sharing
our
gifts
...
growing
our
roots

Friends and members of Red Lodge are finding more creative ways to reach out with our wisdom and
gifts. Creative collaboration; weaving the web; cross fertilization…. Check these out:

Suzanne’s blog, wisewomanmedicine.com, includes the monthly entries for her 13 moon journey
towards crone passage and a listing of her handmade herbal potions.

Connor’s teletalks share her insights as she walks into the medicine of her life. Resuming in September, she invites monthly conversation with a growing circle of participants. Spring topics included Shadow and Consciousness and Forgiveness. You can listen to those by clicking into the continuing dialogues
posted on Mary’s blog. And Sage’s poem, Forgiveness lives in grasses, was offered as a blessing for the
final spring talk in April. Email connor@corealchemy.com for more information.

Mary’s blog, 13moonsjournal.com, began as a way to nurture the dialogue sparking from Connor’s teletalks. She continues now sharing stories, poems, essays and reflections with the invitation to join in the
seeding of new ideas, deepening connections, and listening for the relationships that nourish life.

Julia Bearheart’s blog, silkenwind.com, is a lovely, interactive and informative exploration of ancient
art forms and her ever-creative, energetic and enthusiastic adventures of life!
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Forgiveness lives in grasses
by Sage Abella

Y

our body is a seed in dark ground
cool for a long time, a really long time.
Seedskin tight across your shoulders
contained like stone, your own wall,
possibility is your last thought.

Above you through inches of dark red soil, forgiveness
is the carpet of gold flowers scattered across the
broadside of the hill, imitating the sun a thousand times.
Flowers who see no fence, weaving themselves
wherever desire leads.

It takes the sun days to open the dirt around you
loosening up vessels of air against your upper
chest, the only place forgiveness can live.

I

Rain falls. You can’t rush the rain.
Wind sweeps unseen clouds so far
above your head you don’t even think to
call them heaven. Fierce winds howl.
You can’t direct the wind.
Feeling seedskin stretched tighter
you become aware of your shoulder bones.
Sun, warm earth, the fenceline above,
even the long winter, all become your intuition.

Y

our sensibilities still rest in self opposed to other,
if you could be anything now it would be fenceline dividing grazing horses from the oak bluff.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

n time it feels like this.
The loosening, the letting go, the way you
shrug,shoulders soften, you sigh, things split
apart and you point your tender fast green foot
down deeper into earth because time teaches.
It’s only in the deepening you arise,
It’s only in the deepening you arise,
becoming the flowers weaving
wild yellow carpets across the hillsides.
Extravagantly forgetting what it felt like to be seed
because it’s all in the way you feel in your body,
right now, all loose, forgiving. Standing in knee
high grasses, vetch, wild barley, dangling oats,
filaree.
Earth reseeds her skin
every year, over and over.
She’s not one to hold a grudge for long.
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When You Love Someone
by Debbie Fank

continued from cover page

Yet sometimes
We lose that someone
The heart tears
Into salty, blood red pieces
Hands fall to your side
Empty
When you love someone
You lay your heart on theirs
Memories flood the mind and heart
Like the roots of creeping ivy
Permeating everywhere
Bringing sadness, joy
Time travels on
So do we
When you love someone
You lay your heart on theirs
You look up to the sun
Feeling the warmth within
Knowing we are still one
Gratitude for all we shared
When you love someone
You lay your heart on theirs
Full moon
Your soul flew to the full moon
Where you dance in delight
I greet you every night
When you love someone
You lay your heart with theirs
Forever
We all love someone or something, a person, dog, cat, home, job during our lifetime. At times we lose that special
someone/something. Life is about love, loss and living. We continue on in the way we best know how.
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